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SUMMARY

The present resistivity survey has 

corroborated the presence of most of the 

conductors indicated by the earlier electro 

magnetic survey and suggested the presence 

of at least four additional areas of potential 

interest.

Seven holes are recommended to 

investigate three resistivity-electromagnetic 

and four resistivity anomalies.

G.G.I. Surveys Limited



INTRODUCTION

The following report is based upon the results 

of a resistivity survey carried out by G. G. I. Surveys 

Limited on a property of Jellicoe Mines (1939) Limited in 

the Shebandowan mining area of Ontario. The survey 

was initiated on February 13 and completed on April 6, 

1957.

claims:

The property surveyed includes the following

77260 - 77300, incl.

78614, 82907-82909, incl.

83320, 83979-83983, incl.

84370

It includes the water portions and islands in 

the west side of Upper Shebandowan Lake about two miles 

south of the town of Kashabowie on the Canadian National 

Railway and three miles east of the Coldstream Mine. The 

same grid was employed as for an earlier electromagnetic 

survey. (Ref. Report on an Electromagnetic Survey of a 

Property in the Shebandowan Mining Area, Ontario, for 

Jellicoe MinesJ1939) Limited, dated May 9, 1957.)

G. G. I. Surveys Limited
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Measurements of "apparent" resistivity were 

made at 100 foot intervals. The resistivity method employed 

on this survey is as follows:

A current is passed between two ground points 

approximately three miles apart, the line joining these two 

points being at right angles to the regional strike. A 60 

cycle gasoline driven motor generator set is employed as 

current source. Measurements of voltage gradients are 

made between points 100 feet apart on lines perpendicular 

to the strike and lying in the middle region between the two 

current electrodes. The magnitude of the current passing 

into the ground is also recorded. From these measurements 

may be calculated the average or "apparent" resistivity of 

the region between the two measuring points . The units 

employed are ohm metres. In the present instance an area 

of decreasing resistivity would be of interest for it could 

be associated with concentrations of sulphide mineralization. 

Other sources of decreased resistivity would include lakes, 

swamps, graphitic zones and water filled shear or fracture 

zones . It is not always possible from the magnitude of the

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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resistivity indications to differentiate between these various 

possible conductor sources. However, the shape of the 

resistivity curve gives some information. For example, 

a resistivity anomaly extending over several hundreds of 

feet in width is not likely to be caused by the usual type 

of concentrated sulphide replacement zone and is probably 

due to a bedrock trough filled with water or unconsolidated 

sediments .

As most of the measurements of the present 

survey were made on the lake, holes were bored through the 

ice by means of a power auger in order to make contact 

with the water below . Experience has shown that resistivity 

measurements made on top of the ice are largely meaningless. 

GEOLOGY

The Quetico Sheet (East Half) - G.S. C. Map 432A, 

1938, gives the general geologic setting of the area. Mapping 

of the islands and portions of the lake shore by Jellicoe Mines 

Limited, on the scale of l" - 400', provides additional detail. 

The lake is underlain predominantly by Keewatin volcanics 

striking southwest and dipping steeply. Masses of diorite and

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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diorite-porphyry have intruded at various places, and in 

particular a belt of diorite runs up the centre of the lake, 

including most of the islands. The shores of the lake are 

chiefly volcanics. A few small granite stocks have been 

noted on the north shore of the lake.

If the Coldstream copper occurrence is a good 

indication, the basic volcanic-diorite contact is a favourable 

location for mineralization. This contact lies largely in 

the lake on this property. The aeromagnetic map of the area 

(Ontario Department of Mines, Kashabowie Sheet, scale 

l" - 1320') provides assistance in locating these contacts. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The accompanying plan map, on the scale of 

l" I 400 ' , shows the distribution of the apparent resistivity 

values. These are in units of 10 ohm metres. To delineate 

the conducting zones, the 50, 100 and 200 unit contours have 

been traced through.

As was to have been expected, the land portions 

show up as generally high resistivity sections, (more than 

5000 ohm metres) and the lake as a generally low resistivity 

area (less than 5000 ohm metres). Superimposed on these

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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general resistivity levels are a series of irregular areas 

of lowered resistivity, generally elongated in the direction 

of long axis of the lake and parallel to the strike of the 

country rock. For comparison purposes, the position of 

the conductors discovered by the previous electromagnetic 

survey have been superimposed.

Conductor # 1 shows up as a low resistivity zone 

almost throughout its entire length. Its best indication on 

the resistivity survey is in the vicinity of lines 20W to 36W . 

As it has already been investigated by drilling within this 

section, no further investigation can be recommended on 

this conductor .

Conductor #2 is not very clearly shown by the 

resistivity survey, except over section 40 - 52W . It has 

already been drilled adequately by hole CI in this region, 

and no further investigation can be recommended.

Conductor #4 runs down the center of a rather 

broad resistivity anomaly. The best electromagnetic section, 

namely, on line 88W, is similarly the best resistivity section. 

It is rather probable that this conductor is due to unconsolidated

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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lake-bed sediments. However, in the interest of completeness, 

it is recommended that a single drill hole be directed to 

investigate the conductor on section 88W . This hole would be

collared at 1300 1 S on line 88W (near the shore line) and

o
drilled south for 600 feet at 45 dip to cross section the re 

sistivity anomaly.

There is a sharp local conductor indicated by the 

resistivity survey j lying at 250 feet south on line 52W, in the 

bay at the west end of an island. There is no electromagnetic 

corroboration. This conductor could be drilled from the 

point of land about 100 feet south of the base line on line 52W.

A reasonably sharp resistivity anomaly centered 

about 1500 feet south of the base line on line 52W has electro 

magnetic corroboration at this point. This could be investigated 

by drilling from a point about 1350 feet south of the base line 

on line 52W .

A similar situation exists, without electromagnetic 

corroboration, about 2100 feet south of the base line between 

lines 12W and 16W. A drill hole collared on land at about 1900' 

south of the base line on line 16W should be directed to investigate 

this conductor.

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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Conductor # 5 has resistivity corroboration 

between sections 84W and 88W . Whereas drill holes El 

and E2 may not have intersected the best resistivity anomaly, 

it is believed that they are sufficiently close to it to suggest 

whether or not the conducting zone is of interest.

Conductors #6 and 7 lie close to a very broad 

gradual resistivity anomaly, which is probably lake bed 

effects. No drilling can be recommended here .

Conductor # 8 has resistivity corroboration on 

three sections. It has already been drilled on one of these 

sections and hence no further drilling can be recommended.

Conductor #10 shows very clear resistivity 

correlation and would appear to be on the northeasterly con 

tinuation of the mineralized zone on the island. Drill holes 

#11 and 12 have already explored the highest conducting portion 

of the resistivity anomaly. The westerly extension of the min 

eralized zone may possibly be expressed by the low-order 

electromagnetic and resistivity anomalies lying about 1250' 

south on line 4W and 1150' south on line 8W .

G. G. I . Surveys Limited
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The conductor #11 - #16 group lies in a very 

long and broad resistivity anomalous zone extending roughly 

along the base line from line 68E to 120E and from there 

angling northeastward. Conductors 12, 13, 15 and 16 lie 

roughly along the best resistivity portion. It is quite 

possible that the entire conductive picture is due to lake 

bed sediments. However, it would seem prudent to 

investigate two of the better conducting portions to completely 

eliminate the possibility of sulphide mineralization. Drill 

holes are thereby suggested on section 80E and 116E.

A sharp resistivity anomaly, poorly defined

and still open to the northeast, occurs on lines 108E and 112E, 

about 1000' - 1200' north of the base line. It has no electro 

magnetic corroboration. It is interesting to note that a copper 

showing is indicated on the Quetico Sheet (G.S. C. Map 432A, 

East Half) on the shore near this point. It is accordingly 

recommended that the shore line in this area be carefully 

prospected, and that a single drill hole be directed to investigate 

this conductor. The drill hole would be collared at about 1400' 

north of the base line on section 112E (i.e. on the shore of the

lake) and oriented southward along the line for about 400' at
o 

45 dip.

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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Lying about 2050 feet south of the base line on line 

124E is a sharp resistivity low. It is not corroborated by an 

electromagnetic conductor , but an examination of the latter 

data suggests that a conductor in this position might have been 

overshadowed by the effects of conductor #3, to the north. 

In order to explore this conductor, a drill hole (#7) should be 

spotted about 1900 feet south of the base line on line 124E and 

oriented south (along the traverse line direction) for about 

400 feet at a 45 dip angle.

Summary of Recommended Drill Holes

(Note - all drill holes are oriented south along 
the picket line direction and are inclined at 45 
dip.)

Hole No .

1

2

3

4

5

Collar Length 

Line 88W , 1300'S 600 1

Line 52W, 1350'S 

Line 16W, 1900'S 

Line 80E, 250'N 

Line 116E, 300'N

400' 

400' 

400' 

600 1

Comments

On E.M. conductor 4 

To cut resistivity anomaly 

To cut resistivity anomaly 

To cut conductor 12 

To cut conductors 13 Se 15

G. G. I. Surveys Limited
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Hole No. Collar Length Comments

6 Line 112E, 1400'N 400' To cut resistivity anomaly

7 Line 124E, 1900'S 400' Co cut resistivity anomaly

Respectfully submitted,

H. O. Seigel, P.Eng,, 
Consulting Geophysicist

Toronto , 
June 4, 1957

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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SUMMARY

In excess of two dozen individual con 

ductors have been indicated by the present electro 

magnetic survey. Seven of these have been drilled 

to date. An additional four are of appreciable 

electrical amplitude and may ultimately warrant 

investigation, but it is not felt that a strong 

recommendation for drilling can be made at this 

time, as any or all of these conductors could readily 

be caused by conduction in unconsolidated sediments 

in lake-bed troughs .

G. G. I. Surveys Limited



INTRODUCTION

The following report is based on the results of 

an electromagnetic survey carried out by G. G. I. Surveys 

Limited on a property of Jcllicoe Mines (1939) Limited 

in the Shebandowan Mining Area, Ontario. The survey 

v.as initiated on January 14, 1957 and completed on February- 

17, 1957.

The property, as surveyed, includes the following 

fi?- cJaiins:

77260 - 77300 inc.

78614,82907-82909 inc.

83320, 83979-83983 inc.

84370

It includes the water portions and islands in the 

v.esl side of Upper Shebandowan Lake, about two miles south 

of the town of Kashabowie, on the Canadian National Railway. 

ami three miles east of the Coldstream mine.

A base line was established on the ice oriented

o 
N 51 K , a nd picket lines at 400' intervals were set out at

rip,ht angles to this. Readings of electromagnetic tilt angles 

v.ere made at 100' intervals on these lines.
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The electromagnetic technique employed herein 

entails the use of a vertical transmitting loop energized 

by a 1000 c.p. s. alternating current whose plane may be 

oriented so as to pass through a receiving coil position 

at each station. The plane of the receiving coil is tilted 

out of the horizontal until the "null" or position of minimum 

signal is observed. The tilt of the coil at the null is 

recorded. The presence and distribution of tilt angles may 

be taken as an indication of the location of sub-surface con 

ductors. A typical conductor indication consists of north 

tilt angles on the north side of the conductor, a "crossover" 

or zero tilt right over the conductor axis, and south tilt angles 

on the south side of the conductor. Among possible sources 

of conductors in this area may be included graphitic tuffs and 

sediments, unconsolidated sediments in lake bottom valleys, 

water filled shear and fracture zones and sulphide mineraliza 

tion. It is not always possible, from the electromagnetic 

information alone, to differentiate between the various possible 

conductor sources.

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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GEOLOGY

The Quetico Sheet (East Half) - G.S. C. Map 4*32A, 

1938, gives the general geologic setting of the area. Mapping 

of the islands and portions of the lake shore by Jellicoe 

Mines Limited, on the scale of l" ~ 400', provides additional 

detail. The lake is underlain predominantly by Keewatin 

volcanics striking southwest and dipping steeply. Masses 

of diorite and diorite-porphyry have intruded at various 

places, and in particular a belt of diorite runs up the centre 

of the lake, including most of the islands. The shores of 

the lake are chiefly volcanics.' A few small granite stocks 

have been noted on the north shore of the lake.

If the Coldstream copper occurrence is a good 

indication, the basic volcanic-diorite contact is a favourable 

location for mineralization. This contact lies largely in the 

lake on this property. The aeromagnetic map of the area 

(Ontario Department of Mines, Kashabowie Sheet, scale 

l" - 1320') provides assistance in locating these contacts. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The accompanying plan maps (Western Part and 

Eastern Part) on a scale of l" - 200' , show the distribution

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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of the electromagnetic tilt angles and the conductors deduced 

therefrom. Over two dozen individual conductors have been 

detected, with electrical amplitudes ranging from very weak 

to strong. Those conductors which display apparent con 

tinuity over two or more adjacent lines have been numbered 

(#1 to #17). These conductors will be discussed in turn, below, 

and reference will be made to the drill hole results to date. 

The locations of these drill holes are also shown on the plan 

map . 

Conductor #1 -

This conductor is by far the longest and 
strongest of any detected. It extends east from the 
west boundary, parallel to the shoreline for about 
four miles. Only at the extreme east end, i.e. near 
lines 40E and 48E, does it strike onto the land. Tilt 
angles up to 25 are common. The portion west of 
line 24W is considerably stronger electrically than 
that to the east. The presence of some graphite or 
sulphides seems necessary to account for the observed 
order of electrical conduction and small null widths.

In the eastern portion of the property from 
lines 16E to 48E, the conductor approximates the 
diorite -volcanic contact that is interpreted from the 
aeromagnetic map. Throughout the remainder of its 
length it would appear to lie within the volcanics.

This conductor has been drilled by two holes, 
viz: B -l near section O, and B -2 near section 33W . In 
both cases a strong graphitic zone in volcanics was 
encountered with only very minor sulphides. It is 
very probable, therefore, that this conductor is due to 
graphite along its entire length.

G. G. I. Surveys Limited
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Conductor #2 -

This conductor lies parallel to #1 and about 
500' north of it for about two miles, extending from 
line 24W to the west boundary of the property. It is, 
generally speaking, a strong conductor, particularly 
in the region of lines 60W and 64W . The null widths 
here are also quite good. This conductor would lie 
in volcanics, but rather close to the diorite-volcanic 
contact according to the aeromagnetic map. The 
interpreted dip on the basis of the electromagnetic 
data is steeply to the north.

One hole (C-!) near section 40W, has inter 
sected this conductor to reveal a second graphitic 
zone, also in volcanics.

Conductor #3 -

This conductor lies in the far easterly portion 
of the property and is possibly on the direct extension 
of conductor #1. Whereas it lies mainly in the lake, 
it appears to cut the tip of a peninsula near line 108E.

The best electrical section is in the vicinity 
of line 120E, where a northward dip is to be expected. 
The electrical strength of this conductor is comparable 
to that of # l.

Drill hole G-1, on section 120E, has inter 
sected conductor #3 to reveal a graphitic zone carrying 
minor pyrite mineralization, thus eliminating the con 
ductor from further consideration.

Conductor #4 -

This conductor is apparently continuous between 
lines 72W and 88W, and lies parallel to conductors 
#1 and #2, about 800' to the north of #2. Its electrical 
amplitude is less than any of #l-#3. Conductor #4 pro 
bably lies within the diorite. The peninsula about 400'

G. G. I. Surveys Limited
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north of the west end of the conductor has been mapped 
as diorite. The strongest electrical section is in the 
vicinity of line 88W. The null widths are rather poor, 
suggesting a broad zone of relatively poor conduction. 
This is further borne out by the shift in conductor loca 
tion with transmitter position. The influence of lake 
bed sediments is possible.

Conductor #5 -

Conductor #5 lies north of the base line between 
lines SOW and 88W . Isolated conductor intersections 
5a and 5b may lie on strike with it to the west. This 
conductor is of small electrical amplitude and is strongest 
in the vicinity of sections 80W-84W.

The significance of this conductor is uncertain. 
It may well be nothing more than lake-bottom sediment 
effects .

Drill holes El and E2, on section 84 have pre 
sumably intersected the conductor to reveal a schistose 
zone in the diorite with little or no sulphide mineraliza 
tion.

Conductor #6 -

This is a weak, broad conductor lying between 
sections 48W and 72W, about 400' south of the lake 
shore and parallel to it. It appears to be well established 
as a conductor but has no special features. It has not 
been drilled to date .

Conductor #7 -

Lying about 600' south of #6 and extending 
between sections 48W and 52W is a very weak conductor. 
It lies not far to the north of a small island of strongly 
sheared diorite porphyry. This has not been drilled to 
date .

G. G. I. Surveys Limited
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Conductor #8 -

This conductor is a long one, of small -to - 
moderate amplitude, exhibiting apparent continuity 
between section O and 48E. It has been investigated 
by drill hole #13 on section 28E, but no apparent 
clear-cut source has been revealed. Conduction in 
a lake-bed trough is, of course, a possibility here.

Conductor #9 -

This conductor is of lesser electrical 
amplitude than #8, and strikes parallel to at 600 feet 
away, for about 800 feet near its east end. No 
special interest is attached to this conductor.

Conductor #10 -

This is a very broad, weak conductor lying 
in the middle of a channel between islands . It is 
approximately on strike of a good copper showing on 
the island to the west and hence was drilled by no 
fewer than five holes. Holes #8, #9 and #10 failed to 
reach bedrock because of excessive depth of fill in the 
lake. Hole #11, on section 12E and #12 on section 20E, 
did cross-section the conductor, revealing only about 
3 - 5*^0 sulphide mineralization. It is concluded that 
this conductor is largely due to lake bed sediments in 
a trough.

Conductor #11 to #16 -

These are a group of channel type conductors 
of uncertain number and continuity. In all likelihood 
lake-trough conduction is the cause of the majority of 
these. Conductors 14 and 15 appear to exhibit their 
strongest conduction near section 120E, but even this 
is not very prominent. No drilling has been carried out 
on these conductors to date.

G.G.I. Surveys Limited
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Conductor # 17 -

This is a short, weak conductor, apparently 
striking onto a small island of diorite with some chalco 
pyrite occurrences. Drill hole FI on section 112E was 
drilled to intersect this conductor, but no explanation 
for it could be seen in the core.

In all, therefore, seven conductors (#1, 2 , 3 , 

5, 8, 10 and 17) have been drilled. Ten have not been drilled 

to date (#4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). Arranging 

these in descending order of electrical amplitude we have:

#4 on section 88W

#13 on section 108E

#15 on section 120E

#12 on section 76E

#6 on section 72W

#9 on section 36E

#11 on section 76E

#16 on section 128E

#14 on section 120E

#7 on section 52W

Of these only the first four have appreciable 

electrical amplitude. All of these conductors are, however, 

weak enough and broad enough to be caused by lake-bed

Ga.G.I. Surveys Limited
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channel conduction. Any of these could also contain 

appreciable disseminated sulphide mineralization, but the 

electromagnetic information alone provides no basis for 

selection.

No strong recommendations for additional 

drilling can be made. It is only suggested that if drilling 

is decided upon, the list above may provide assistance in 

selection of targets.

Respectfully submitted,

Harold O. Seigel, P.Eng. 
Consulting Geophysicist

Toronto, Ont. 
May 9, 1957

G3.G.I. Surveys Limited
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S U M M A R Y

One large and two lesser self potential 

anomalies have been indicated and these correlate 

with very minor electromagnetic conductors. All 

of these anomalies could lie close to volcanic- 

diorite contacts.

It is recommended that a drill hole be 

directed to investigate the large anomaly i and 

that detailed self potential surveys on intermediate 

lines be carried out in the vicinity of the two lesser 

self potential anomalies, prior to laying out a pro 

gramme of drilling on them.
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INTRODUCTION

The following report is based upon the results 

of self potential and electromagnetic induction surveys 

carried out by personnel of Jellicoe Mines (1939) Limited 

on a property in the Upper Shebandowan Lake area of north 

western Ontario. The property lies approximately two 

miles southeast of the Coldstream Mine, near the south- 

west corner of Upper Shebandowan Lake.

The survey area includes the following claims:

T.B. 78499 - 516 incl. 
T.B. 78621 - 24 incl. 
T.B. 80379 - 80 incl.

A base line was cut on this property oriented

o 
N 58 E and picket lines at 400 foot intervals were established

at right angles to it. Electromagnetic tilt angle measurements 

were made at 100 foot intervals on these lines and readings of 

eelf potential were made at BO foot intervals, and, in areas of 

interest, at 25 foot intervals.
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The reasons for carrying out both self potential 

and electromagnetic surveys on this property are us 

follows:

It has been found, in this area* that a type of 

mineralization may be expected which contains sufficient 

chalcopyrite to be of economic interest and yet is not 

sufficiently high in total sulphide content to be a good con 

ductor and show up on an electromagnetic survey. It has 

also been found that a self potential survey will, under 

favourable circumstances, give an indication of such 

mineralization even where the electromagnetic results are 

quite featureless. On the other hand, it is appreciated that 

no B elf potential anomalies should be expected from 

mineralization lying beneath the permanent water table. The 

electromagnetic method is not limited by the position of the 

water table. It is for the above reasons that both surveys 

were carried out over the entire property.

The self potential survey employed two copper 

sulphate, porous pot electrodes, plus a potentiometer. The 

accuracy of an individual reading is believed to be approxi 

mately five millivolts. However, considerable fluctuation of
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voltages was observed in the course of this survey. These 

"telluric" current fluctuations were widespread through the 

general Upper Shebandowan area at about this time. At 

particularly bad times variations of the order of a few 

hundreds of millivolts could be observed over a 1000 foot 

electrode separation within the space of a few minutes. 

AB much as possible, readings were taken at quieter intervals 

and doubtful readings were repeated; however, considerable 

uncertainty still exists and particularly in respect of the 

ties between lines. The results of this is that the "base 

level" for any particular line may be in doubt. The ultimate 

reliability of an individual reading is now considered to be 

of the order of 50 millivolts, and therefore only anomalies 

of the order of 100 millivolts or more can be considered to 

be significant.

The electromagnetic technique employed herein 

entails the use of a vertical transmitting loop energized by 

a 1000 c.p.s. alternating current whose plane may be oriented 

so as to pass through a receiving coil position at each station. 

The plane of the receiving coil is tilted out of the horizontal 

until the "null" or position of minimum signal is observed.
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The tilt of the coil at the null is recorded. The presence 

and distribution of tilt angles may be taken as an indication 

of the location of sub-surf ace conductors. A typical 

conductor indication consists of north tilt angles on the 

north side of the conductor, a "crossover" or eero tilt 

right over the conductor axis, and south tilt angles on the 

south side of the conductor. Among possible sources of 

conductors on this property may be included graphitic 

tuffs and sediments, unconsolidated sediments in valleys, 

water filled shear and fracture zones and sulphide 

mineralization. It is not always possible, from the electro- 

magnetic information alone, to differentiate between the 

various possible conductor sources. 

GEOLOGY

A detailed outcrop plan of this property has been 

prepared by Hallet, Broadhurst fe Ogden for Jellicoe Mines, 

and reference will be made to it in the interpretation of 

the results of the geophysical surveys. In general the pro 

perty is underlain by northeast trending volcanics which have 

been intruded by diorite, gabbro, and diorite porphyry.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Three plates are enclosed showing the results of 

the various geophysical surveys.

Plate l shows i in profile form/ the results of the 

self potential survey. The scales are l" I 200 feet and 

l" ~ 1 00 millivolts. The reason for presenting the results 

in profile form rather than as individual or contoured values 

lies in the difficulty in tying line-to-line caused by the 

"telluric" current fluctuation. It is believed that the profile 

representation is most graphic in that the base level of 

each line is of no importance. One large anomalous area 

striking roughly parallel to the base line is observed between 

lines 4W and 36W . Between lines O and 24W intermediate 

lines at 200 foot intervals were cut and a detailed self 

potential survey was carried out with stations at 25 foot 

intervals in the anomalous area. Negative anomalies up to 

the order of 300 millivolts peak magnitude were detected in 

this area. The results of the detail survey are presented on 

Plate II. The anomalous area correlates generally with what
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is believed to be the contact zone between intermediate 

volcanics and diorite. Some shearing and disseminated 

pyrite has been noted on two outcrops of volcanics in this 

area t It is rather well established, therefore* that this 

anomaly is associated with sulphide mineralization in an 

interesting geologic location. The strongest self potential 

anomaly occurs in the region of line 20W, 500 feet south 

of the base line and 22W, 400 feet south of the base line. 

No outcrop has been indicated on the geologic map at either 

of these points.

In additon to the large anomaly above, two 

smaller anomalies are in evidence - one lying about 1100 

feet south of the base line between lines 32W and 44W, of 

about 100 millivolts magnitude, and the other is an isolated 

100 millivolt anomaly lying about 2800 feet south of the base 

line on line 12W . Both of these lesser self potential anomalies 

occur in areas that might be close to volcanic-diorite con* 

tacts according to the available geologic mapping.

Certain erratic anomalies of the order of 100 

millivolts magnitude lying about 1600 feet north of the base
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line bet ween line O and 4W are believed to be unreliable and 

are probably due to "telluric" current variations.

Plate III on the scale of l" - 200" presents the 

results of the E.M. survey and the conductors deduced there* 

from. All the conductors are very weak in electrical amplitude

and of rather uncertain veracity. The largest tilt angle in the
o 

vicinity of any of these conductors if of the order of 3 and none

exhibit reasonable tilt angle curve forms. In brief, it is 

believed that none of the electromagnetic conductors warrant 

much consideration as such. In several instances, however, 

we have a reasonable measure of correlation between these 

weak electromagnetic indications and S.P. anomalies. For 

example, two uncertain conductors lie astride the extension of 

the large S.P. anomaly on lines 24 and 28W. Another weaker 

conductor lies directly on the small S.P. anomaly on line 12W 

about 2600' south of the base line. Two other minor conductors 

on lines 36W and 40W lie within 50' of the S.P. anomaly about 

1100' south of the base line.

The correlation between the electromagnetic and 

self potential data would suggest that one large and two smaller



zones containing sulphide mine r ali eat ion have been detected 

by the present surveys. The likelihood is that these are 

zones of disseminated rather than massive mineralisation 

because of the lack of prominent electromagnetic indications. 

H wever, it is believed that each of these three cones warrants 

further investigation, It is understood that the locations of 

the zones have been examined by Jellicoe staff and that no 

outcrop is to be seen at any of these. It is therefore recom 

mended that the anomalies be investigated by one short drill 

hole each.

A drill hole to investigate the large anomalous 

area should be collared at a point 400* south of the basa line 

on line 20W, and oriented south (along the picket line) for 

250' at 45 dip. In view of the lack of detail on the two lesser 

anomalous areas, it is recommended that a detailed self* 

potential survey be carried out on intermediate lines in the 

vicinity of each, and that a drill hole should be directed to 

intersect the highest anomalous zone so determined in each

area,

Respectfully submitted,

Harold O. Seigel, P.King, 
Consulting Geophysicist

Toronto, 
May 16, 1957
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GEOLOGICAL fiURVKX 

Jellicoo MincB (1939) Ltd. 

GROUP ONK, KASHABOWIE, ONTARtO,

X. Geological Mnpt South-vent Corner, 200 Scale, enclosed*
2* Geological Map, Copper Island, 100 ficale, enclosed.
3* Geological Map, Lake Portion, 400 Scale, enclosed.
4* Shebandowan Area, Hap 338A, O.S,C*, 1931*
5. Quetico Sheet, East Half, Map 432A, O.8.C., 1937.

The ffological murrey vas conducted by 0.0* Caron, 

Goolo&iet, and Vr . Sault, asnietant, for Jellicoe Mines (1939) 

Ltd., BO Richmond Street West, toronto* Tho field work vis 

done i'r o m October 18th to November IBth, 19S6.

The final wap* and report were to incorporate all 

the previous Rapping done by V. Spring with K. Sault nnd J. F, 

Hubbard during the turner of 1956* The survey was also to 

investigate the anomalous SOMOS obtained by taelf potential 

*nd electromagnetic surveys and tt* try to outline Areaa of 

interest.

With t hi r i i\ mind f roconnaiecancc Diirvey v&f tiono 

with ^articular onphaaie on goophysicnlly anomalous tones, and 

on any mincralited or altered areas. The survey shoved tho 

south-west corner of the property und Copper Island to bo of 

particular interest. A detail map waw prepared for ench of 

these areas.

HALET, BROADHURST flt OGDEN
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PROPER?X t

Tb* aiitty-three clatmn tdvertd fey this report and

accompanying map* art at followtt

18 Claim* f*Bf 78495-76*16 incltttire
S Claims t*B, 76120*76624 iacluBttO

38 Claims f*B* 77263-77-100 inclusive
2 Claim* 1.B. 80379 and 60360

f ho proporty it on Upper frh oba t d o van Lake 

mutely two wiles from Kftohabowie, vhich in turn lie* eighty 

miles front Pert Arthur, Ontario* It cam b* reaohad by car or 

train. All thovinge found thus far are clos* to the shorot

of tho livjko.

on a ecalc of l inch aqualf l nil* val don* 

by geologist l.t, hanton for the G *5*C* Further napping vat 

doue last auffimor by V* Spring, A self potential itirTey vat 

completed on ^11 land elaimtf thin was followed ty elaotro- 

nagnetic chock work. A limited amount of stripping and 

blasting of the newly-found ahowinga vat interrupted fey 

up*

Poet Keewatin **

Ml w vi vi w, i;lficiftl

dykes, aplite dyke B 
Intrusive Porphyry, 
Diorite.

HALET. BROADHURST 8e OODEN
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Keewatin *
Rhyolite

Th* whole ]prap*rty ii underUin 

Keevatin volc&nict wnd intcrMedi*t* to bagle, 

rocks, f ho Jtatwfttin Yolcftttlct aro eowpoaed antialy of

and ninor amounts of H**lf *ftd pyrocHftlc*. Th* 

rock* oOBfrved a r* dioriti* *nd f*bbroie illU* Th* 

whole csPcmUege it cut by dyke* of *plit* And

couth-vest corner of t h o property, It is cowpOied
'V "' ' '' ' ' . .' ' , ' '.. ' ' :'" , '' , , ' ' " .\ '.'-' i 1 .' 1 * ^ '

of aphanitic pale coloured tnf f 9 with minor amount* Of asidit

flovs in which iwall quarts  f* \y*'1i'i:^#>MWiili V ;;- ;:V^/:^^^ : ;'^''.'.. :.. . '

tbl* ,r*0k ; .-tfittlHy hat ; a j*aXo ^r^^v1 '', ;

illd fr**h fwrfae*, w*atht'i*a A 

neat placon but often pr*s*nt8 a reddiah votitherod turfaoo. 

The latter occors especially vher* the rock if out by aplita 

dykofi. - ' - {' . - . '''' '" -; ;'-v ; :'/ - : ' ' , -,,V ' :

3, Andqa^tet f hit volcanic map* l* coiapofifd of 

flow* and i^voclRntic*. No pillow* rf*r* obserted in the flow 

typo* and tho pyroclattic* rango frow faintly bedded fin*
•K ' ! ' r - ' ;' ', ' -

fragmental* to coarse ba4* *f

HAUET, BROAOHURST ft OGDEN
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1.1 .

diorite but very similar to -tti* "ft^bbro p trphyry* ' 

in the hanfting wall of the C old a trona orebody. Condition i* 

cowmonly 30^ mafic ml ne r n l B and 70* Urge plagioclase try stftlt* 

••ocully ft pale variety was obeorred cowpSBed *lwost entirely of 

vhlte plagioclase ( anorthOBite), end ocoationi0.1y frt*ll blwith 

quart* eye* vere aeon in this intrusive. Toxturally, thie rock 

is, quite dlBtinctive due tt the coftreeneftg of the feldepay
. ' : . " - '*. ' , ' ' '-' - ' . : ' '

which occneionully wort obaertod to be up to ono Inch

intrusive body eowpeted

uaually of 30# to 40^ partially ohlori tiled **fit* and 60J( to 

?0^ pale coloured pldfioclftte win e r ali vhich hate been epldo* 

tiled locally but wtuelly art UighUy fcericitUed,

A
northern porticn of the property and flanked by duel tio volcanic*, 

The composition virics from 40^ to 80* wnrecognltablt w&fiOB and ^ 

presents a ma*eitre Uieuiua. ftitinod texture. EpldotitfttlC-n l* , 

eommoa at i t chit ri t i tat i on of mafic winorala. ' :, ! : ^;.

Formationt generally stirike north*outt^nd dip quite ' 

tteeply to the atrth-vttt (70* tt 90*)^ J'ne tti*tttgttt Ihtar 

observed it cloec to the contact between voltanitu and a large 

dioritic till which HOB in the aonthern portion of the property* 

This thear it quite ttrong **d titmi tt fellov th*. centre of 

Upper Shtbandowan t*ktwALET,BftoADHui^T a OGDEN : '
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Chalcopyrite mincrftllxatlon Is widespread on the pro 

perty. O en e rally it was found In or close to shear tones which 

strike in a north-easterly direction. Hott rock in practically 

all cases was diorite, Although will ninerftlltod porphyry v** 

seen at showing "D", the two area* of mineralization are des 

cribed below and can be located on the accompanying map**

fl Arfta,*A*:[ t fhit occurrence is located on

L tind l* found in sheared diorite* Sporadic copper 

mineralisation was traced by the writer fer a strike distance 

of 1600 feet norths-east of the original find* A lin!ted amount 

of stripping and blasting uncovered irregular len*es, veins, and 

dissemination* of chalcopyrite with minor amounts of pyrite and 

the odd speck of galena in chlorititod diorite* two of the pits 

were eampled and gave the following results)

Pjftljftt Width . ; . ' .^

Atsay NO* l l
No,

9 feet 
12.S foot

Hotet For location, nee accompanying nap* 

The possibility of iilneraliaatlon All along this 

cone is quite good oxpecially where the self potential Anomalies 

were outlined* Of course uinco no stripping WAV done along this 

Bone its true value cannot be i'ully ar.se*meil ut* yut. On various 

parts of the island p h o wing s of blobs iind cU t sewing t Ions of 

chalcopyrite were found j ten in anul! rusty sheftru and Rix in 

quarts veins or blobs*

HALET, BROADHURST ft OGDEN
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1. Chalcopyrite ~ pyrite mineralization occurs in 

sheared and fractured diorite porphyry at 200 feet south and

4100 feet east, 'i h e shovdnge wore not blasted but consisted of 

about 2 'f" chalcopyrite* ovor 6 inches* One is ttfo feet long and 

the other sever feet. The cones are about seventy-five f e* t 

apart, roughly on strike.

2. .'. silicified, zone six inches wide carrying 30^ to 

40J4 pyrite viti' fcpuriuoly disseminated chalcopj j ito v&s found 

about or*e tUousand feet along strike from No. l above., at 400 

foot south on line 36 east.

3. Fxirthor along the fitrikc another 2800 feet f rosa 

No. 'J, a bove, on line i'4 vast at 950 feet south there were speck* 

of chalcopyrite in ft quarta vein cutting tit e* "porphyry11 ,

Chloritizfttion is common in intonaediate flows and 

tuffs as v.'oll as in the wain diorite sill.

Sericitization \*ras observed in acidic, flows and tufft 

ae wolU H*S itt portions of the main diorite eill*

iipidotikation occurred in the wain gabbro mass.

Silicification associated with sulphide mineralisation 

vs.s at Ko. 2 phowinjr. above*

sbmit tod,

Michael Ogden*

HALET, BROADHURST a OGDEN
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DETAIL

JELLJCOE MINES (1939) LIMITED
SHEBANDOWAN LAME AREA-ONTARIO.GEND

OF PROPERTY No l

SELF-POTENTIAL VALUES M MHJLJVOLJ5

PLAN OF SELF-fjOTENTIAL SURVEY
IOOMMJJVOLT COMTOUR

SURVEY nr JOUNCE MMES LTD.
PLOTTING W HMKXJD O SEIGEL t ASSOCIATES 

JANUARY 1957.
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PLATE III

JELLICOE MINES (1939) LIMITED
" SOUTH-WEST PORTION OF PROPERTY NO. l 

SHEBANDOWAN LAKE AREA , ONTARIO.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
SCALE -2OO
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AREA .IN DETAIL ON PLATE II
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NOTE : FOR KEY MAP SEE P(JK III - E-M SURVEY MAP
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